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Learning spatiotemporal features for esophageal
abnormality detection from endoscopic videos
Noha Ghatwary, Massoud Zolgharni, Faraz Janan and Xujiong Ye
Abstract— Esophageal cancer is categorized as a type
of disease with a high mortality rate. Early detection of
esophageal abnormalities (i.e. precancerous and early can-
cerous) can improve the survival rate of the patients. Re-
cent deep learning-based methods for selected types of
esophageal abnormality detection from endoscopic images
have been proposed. However, no methods have been
introduced in the literature to cover the detection from
endoscopic videos, detection from challenging frames and
detection of more than one esophageal abnormality type.
In this paper, we present an efficient method to automat-
ically detect different types of esophageal abnormalities
from endoscopic videos. We propose a novel 3D Sequen-
tial DenseConvLstm network that extracts spatiotemporal
features from the input video. Our network incorporates
3D Convolutional Neural Network (3DCNN) and Convolu-
tional Lstm (ConvLstm) to efficiently learn short and long
term spatiotemporal features. The generated feature map
is utilized by a region proposal network and ROI pooling
layer to produce a bounding box that detects abnormal-
ity regions in each frame throughout the video. Finally,
we investigate a post-processing method named Frame
Search Conditional Random Field (FS-CRF) that improves
the overall performance of the model by recovering the
missing regions in neighborhood frames within the same
clip. We extensively validate our model on an endoscopic
video dataset that includes a variety of esophageal ab-
normalities. Our model achieved high performance using
different evaluation metrics showing 93.7% recall, 92.7%
precision, and 93.2% F-measure. Moreover, as no results
have been reported in the literature for the esophageal
abnormality detection from endoscopic videos, to validate
the robustness of our model, we have tested the model on
a publicly available colonoscopy video dataset, achieving
the polyp detection performance in a recall of 81.18%,
precision of 96.45% and F-measure 88.16%, compared to
the state-of-the-art results of 78.84% recall, 90.51% preci-
sion and 84.27% F-measure using the same dataset. This
demonstrates that the proposed method can be adapted
to different gastrointestinal endoscopic video applications
with a promising performance.
Index Terms— Esophageal abnormality detection, en-
doscopy, spatio-temporal features, deep learning.
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(a) Normal (b) Barrett’s Esophagus
(c) Esophageal Adenocarcinoma (d) Squamous Cell Carcinoma
Fig. 1: Example of different tissues deformation cases of the
esophagus: (a) Normal, (b) Precancrous (BE), (c) Cancerous
(EAC), (d) Cancerous (SCC).
I. INTRODUCTION
ESOPHAGEAL cancer (EC) is ranked the sixth leading causeof death from cancer and the seventh most common
cancer in the world [1]. Based on the progression of the EC,
the survival rate can vary from 5% to 45% based on the stage
and the development of the disease giving an average of 19%
survival rate on a 5-year overall plan [2], [3]. Early detection
and treatment are important in decreasing the mortality rate
and increasing the survival rate [4]. EC is an aggressive type
of cancer that has no symptoms until the late stages. There
exists two types of EC: Esophageal Adenocarcinoma (EAC)
that takes place in gland cells and Squamous Cell Carcinoma
(SCC) that appears in squamous cells. Most instances arise
from the undetected precancerous abnormalities such as Bar-
rett’s Esophagus (BE). BE is the process of growing abnormal
cells (i.e. metaplastic intestinal epithelium) that replace the
normal cells in the esophageal area [5]. Moreover, BE is
counted as the main esophageal precancerous condition that
needs to be detected in the early stages to avoid evolving into
cancer [6]. Fig. 1 illustrates examples of endoscopic view for
Normal, BE, EAC & SCC cases.
Endoscopy is the tool used for the detection of esophageal
abnormalities (including precancerous and cancerous) [7].
Although the endoscopy has been available for a couple of
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 2: Examples of challenges frames from esophageal endo-
scopic videos. (a) Low-quality image, (b) blurred image, (c)
challenging appearance, (d) Tool appearance.
decades for the clinical examination, the process of detec-
tion is considered challenging for several reasons. First, the
esophageal abnormalities have different sizes and shapes that
can be located randomly throughout the esophagus tube which
makes it challenging to capture [8]. Secondly, the diagnose of
BE is sometimes missed due to the failure in discriminating
between the columnar mucosa from metaplastic epithelium [9].
Additionally, the process of automatic detection from videos
is an extremely challenging task. The rapid movement of the
endoscope produces low-quality and blurry images (Fig. 2a
& Fig. 2b). Moreover, the endoscope is not always centered
on the examined region with a limited abnormality view
inside the esophagus (Fig. 2c). Furthermore, the occurrence of
intestinal juices and tool appearance can block the presence of
the abnormality (Fig. 2d). Therefore, detecting abnormalities
from the esophageal endoscopic videos is very different from
detecting the abnormalities from selected images.
All the previous work put much effort into studying auto-
matic detection of esophageal abnormalities from selected still
frames/ images from videos (i.e. as will be discussed in next
section). Nevertheless, No work in the literature has focused
on finding the different types of esophageal abnormalities
from videos or a sequence of frames. Whist, deep learning
methods have been investigated for the automatic detection
of polyps from colonoscopic videos (i.e. lower GI tract) [10].
Recent studies investigated combining temporal information
with spatial information from colonoscopy videos for more
accurate polyp detection [11]. A two-step approach was intro-
duced by [12], the method first extracts geometric features:
color, texture clues and shape context to detect candidate
regions. The spatiotemporal pattern appearance of the polyps
are learned by extracting CNN from three consecutive frames
separately for each candidate region using 2d-CNN. Later
studies confirmed that the 3D network designs are more
suitable for the video datasets [13]. Yu et al. presented 3D
fully convolutional network (3DFCN) to detect polyps in
colonoscopic videos. The 3D-CNN extracts spatiotemporal
features by performing convolutions along the video. The
evaluation results for this model showed the capability of
3DCNN to learn more illustrative spatiotemporal features from
colonoscopic videos compared to 2D networks. Moreover,
other methods made use of temporal dependencies between a
consecutive set of video frames to provide useful information
in detecting polyps when combined with spatial information
[15], [16].
Furthermore, extracting spatiotemporal features from videos
using 3D-CNN has proved its effectiveness in the non-medical
field such as action [17] and object recognition [18]. Tran
et. al [19] showed that extracting spatiotemporal features
using 3DCNNs to represent the model appearance and motion
simulation in videos are more suitable than learning spatial
features only using 2D ConvNets. Zhou et. al [20] suggested
a video copy detection system utilizing spatiotemporal features
by dividing the video sequence into multiple video clips
and extracting CNN features from the spatial and temporal
domains of each video clip. Results showed that using the
suggested spatiotemporal CNN features gain a high perfor-
mance in terms of both accuracy and effectiveness. Moreover,
Colleoni et. al [21] proposed a 3DCNN architecture for
surgical-instrument and joint-connection detection from videos
by extracting spatiotemporal features that effectively increased
the segmentation performance compared to 2D models using
features from single-frames.
In computer-aided diagnosis, the high precision and recall
results are important to provide accurate detection of abnor-
mality. In the methods presented by [12]–[16], the extracted
spatiotemporal features showed its effectiveness when incor-
porated in the model by producing a high precision value,
but a relatively low recall value was shown that needs to be
improved. Therefore, the enhancement of extracting distinctive
spatiotemporal features with an appropriate model should be
investigated to have a better overall detection performance.
Recently, Convolutional Long Short-Term Memory (ConvL-
stm) (i.e. type of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)) showed
its capability to encode long-term temporal information [22].
The ConvLstm can learn the spatiotemporal consistency across
the surgical video frames [23] and preserve the spatiotemporal
regularity between neighboring frames [24]. Studies proved
the efficiency of ConvLstm in learning the temporal variable
characteristics from the sequence of frames when incorpo-
rated in deep learning networks [25]. When the ConvLstm
is included with 3D-CNN, the network is able to extract
the short-term and long-term temporal information along with
spatial information; producing a feature map that covers the
spatiotemporal features of a longer sequence of video frames
[26], [27].
In this paper, we propose a novel 3D Sequential Dense-
Convlstm Faster R-CNN for the detection of esophageal
abnormalities (cancerous and precancerous) from endoscopic
videos. The network is built using the concept of the densely
connected convolutional network (DenseNet) [28], which
propagates the gradient and feature information throughout the
network by taking each layer as input for all its upcoming
layers. In our model, the DenseNet has been modified in
several aspects where we propose increasing the internal
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Fig. 3: Overview of the abnormality detection approach. First, Spatiotemporal features are extracted from the video input using
the proposed 3D DenseConvLstm network. Then the features are used by Faster R-CNN to generate BBs for EAC regions in
the video. Finally, the proposed FS-CRF post-processing is applied to improve the general detection performance.
layers of the dense blocks in the network sequentially to
provide more related information. Moreover, for the construc-
tion of the network, we utilize the 3D-CNN with ConvLstm
[22] to extract spatiotemporal features. The 3D-CNN extracts
features regarding the third dimension (i.e. Time) holding
richer information while the ConvLstm explores the relation
of spatiotemporal information between video frames. The
architecture of the proposed network is designed to extract
features from videos and allows each frame to learn features
from subsequent frames. Moreover, the extracted features are
then used by the Faster R-CNN to generate bounding boxes
to locate the abnormalities throughout the video.
To improve the overall detection performance, we propose
a post-processing method named Frame Search Conditional
Random Field (FS-CRF). The proposed FS-CRF employs a
frame search algorithm with the Dense CRF on a frame-based
level to improve the performance by recovering missed regions
and removing false positives. To validate the efficiency of
our proposed method, we evaluate it on a large dataset that
is composed of different types of abnormalities. The main
contribution of our work is four-folds:
• An effective approach for the detection of different types
of esophageal abnormalities (BE, EAC and SCC) from
endoscopic videos is presented. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first first study of its kind to detect
different types of esophageal abnormalities using the full
videos instead of selected frames.
• We design a novel 3D Sequential Dense-Convlstm back-
bone network to extract features from esophageal endo-
scopic videos. By incorporating the 3D-CNN and the
ConvLstm, the proposed network has the ability to learn
spatiotemporal features that is more compatible with the
properties of videos.
• We implement an FS-CRF for post-processing that can
recover the missed abnormal regions in a sequence of
consecutive frames based on the initial detection output
to improve the overall detection performance.
• We extensively validate the proposed model using endo-
scopic videos dataset that includes normal, precancerous
and cancerous patients. Moreover, we compare the per-
formance of the model with different types of networks
such as the 2D-CNN network and U-Net.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II, provides an overview of the deep learning esophageal
abnormality state-of-the-art methods. In Section III the pro-
posed 3D Sequential DenseConvLstm model is explained in
detail. Section IV describes the dataset used for evaluation and
Section V reports the experimental results with the discussion.
Finally, we conclude this work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In the literature, methods for automatic detection of
esophageal abnormalities are divided into two categories:
Handcrafted features based methods and CNN based methods.
This section briefly reviews only deep learning methods that
automatically detects esophageal EAC (i.e. only publicly avail-
able dataset by MICCAI’15 [29]) regions from endoscopic
images. More details about other methods and using different
examination modalities are discussed in [9], [30], [31].
Mendel et. al [32], detected EAC regions by extracting
CNN features from patches of endoscopic images. A 50-layer
deep residual network (ResNet) was initialized with ImageNet
parameters to learn features from the images through transfer
learning. Later, Reil et et. al [33], also used transfer learning
with ImageNet parameters to assess different architectures
such as VGG’16, GoogleNet, AlexNet to extract features from
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the images and detect EAC regions. The extracted features
were classified using conventional classifiers (i.e. SVM & RF).
Furthermore, in our previous work [34], we evaluated differ-
ent deep learning methods such Regional-Based Convolution
Neural Network (R-CNN) [35], Fast R-CNN [36], Faster R-
CNN [37] and Single Shot Detector (SSD) [38]. Each of these
deep learning methods used the CNN features extracted by the
VGG’16 network to generate bounding boxes that locate EAC
regions. Afterward, in [39], handcrafted Gabor Filter responses
were obtained from endoscopic images and merged with CNN
features extracted from DenseNet. The combined features were
used by the Faster R-CNN to locate two types of esophageal
abnormalities: Esophgities and EAC from HD-WLE images.
Later on, a Gabor Fractal (GF) image was generated from
the different Gabor filter responses of endoscopic images in
[40] to create a two-input network for esophageal abnormality
detection. CNN features extracted from the original input
image were used to generate region proposals of abnormal
candidates use the RPN network in Faster R-CNN. Bilinear
fusion is then employed to fuse features from both the original
and GF image to detect the final abnormal region based on
suggested proposals.
The aforementioned methods focused on finding abnormal
regions (mainly EAC) from selected images. To the best of our
knowledge, no work in the literature has focused on finding
the different types of esophageal abnormalities from videos
and challenging frames.
III. METHOD
In Fig. 3 we illustrate the proposed automatic detection
framework which involves three main stages: (a) spatiotempo-
ral feature extraction, (b) detection of abnormality regions and
(c) post-processing phase. As shown, first the spatiotemporal
features are extracted using a novel 3D Sequential DenseCon-
vLstm Network that is equipped with dense connectivity and
integrated with both 3DCNN and ConvLstm. The integration
between the feature extracted from 3DCNN and ConvLstm
preserves the global temporal connectivity between subsequent
frames. Moreover, we set a ConvLstm layer to be the initial
filter for the video input. Afterwards, the extracted features
from each dense block are aggregated together. The extracted
spatiotemporal features are used by the region proposal net-
work (RPN) and region-of-interest pooling layer (ROI Layer)
in the Faster R-CNN to detect the region of abnormality
in each video frame. Finally, the detection results are post-
processed with a proposed FS-CRF to improve the final
performance of the model. In the remainder of this section,
we explain each stage with its components in detail.
A. Spatiotemporal Feature Extraction:
1) 3D Sequential DenseConvLstm: The network is built on
the concept of DenseNet architecture [28], that encourages
feature reuse by connecting the output of a layer to all
upcoming layers in the network. The proposed 3D Sequential
DenseConvLstm is made up of three main components: Se-
quential Dense Block, SpatioTemporal Transition Layer and
Growth Rate.
• Sequential Dense Block(Seq-DB)
The DB performs the operation of the dense connectivity
where each layer takes the feature map of all previous
layers as an input. The output of a DB is given by:
xl = Hl([x0, x1, ...., xl−1]) (1)
where xl is the feature map output from each DB with
l layers. The H(.) represents the composite operation
formed of Batch Normalization (BN), Relu, and Con-
volutional operation. The (.) denotes the concatenation
process of the feature maps inside each DB block where
each feature map has the same size (i.e. height and width).
For the Seq-DB we propose two main contributions; first,
we increase the number of internal layers sequentially,
namely, the number of layers (l) per block is equal to
the DB position (N) in the network (as shown in 3).
For Simplicity, the output for each block Seq-DBN is
xN where N is the DB block number (i.e. position)
in the network (i.e. xN = HN [x0, x1, ...., xN−1]). The
DenseNet depends more on high-level features than low-
level ones, therefore, increasing the features in later DB’s
will provide more global features [41]. Accordingly, it
can maintain high performance with a reduced number of
trained parameters. Secondly, we propose using 3DCNN
to learn local spatiotemporal features instead of 2D CNN
used in the original densenet. The 3DCNN has the ability
to extract short-term temporal features along with the
spatial information, therefore, it is useful to use with
the video analysis [42]. For the 3DCNN, the operation
convolves a 3D filter therefore both the feature map and
kernel have a depth dimension (i.e. spatial and temporal
as depth). The operation of each layer (l) in Seq-DB is:
(BN, Relu, & (3×3×3) 3DCNN).
• SpatioTemporal-Transition Layer (ST-TL) Further-
more, the ST-TL exists between each DB which helps
downsample the feature map. In the network, the pro-
posed ST-TL is composed of (1×1×1) ConvLstm with
stride=1 × 1 × 1 and same-padding to maintain the size
of spatiotemporal feature map. Also, a (2×2×2) temporal
average pooling is applied after the ConvLstm layer.
– Convolution Lstm (ConvLstm) Unit: ConvLstm is
a type of Recurrent neural networks (RNNs). RNNs
proved the ability to learn temporal information in
several fields [43]. Precisely, ConvLstm is a devel-
opment of the LSTM with a convolution operation
inside the LSTM cell. ConvLstm uses convolution
operation instead of matrix multiplication at each
gate of the LSTM cell. The ConvLSTM is designed
for 3-D data as its input (i.e. such as videos) while
LSTM input data are one-dimensional.
The ConvLstm is capable of learning long-term
spatiotemporal information by encoding the changes
of spatial and temporal information using the convo-
lution gates. Moreover, it forces consistency across
time by taking into account the features from previ-
ous frames leading to an improved detection. The op-
erations of convolution and recurrence of the input-
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to-state and state-to-state transitions benefit from the
spatiotemporal correlation information. In our model
we use the original ConvLstm as explained in [22].
Additionally, in our model, the ConvLstm layer is
also used as the initial filter applied to video input
before the 3D Sequential DenseConvLstm network.
The ConvLstm is initially used to set the number of
frames to learn long-term spatiotemporal information
for the current frame.
– Temporal Average Pooling: Despite the fact that the
ConvLstm efficiently extract spatiotemporal features
but it might be biased towards the end frames in the
sequnce which can reduce the efficiency in extract-
ing appropriate information over the full sequence.
Therefore, we utilize the temporal average pooling
to capture long-term features present by considering
information through the sequence and it downsam-
ples the feature map size .
• Growth Rate Each Seq-DB produces a feature map of
size f (i.e. generated by eq.1) that is controlled by the
growth rate (G) [28]. The G is a small integer value that
regulates the amount of new information held by each
layer. Moreover, it controls the growth of the network
and improves parameters efficiency. Therefore, the size
of Lth layer is f ∗ (l − 1) + f0 where f0 represents the
size of initial filter.
2) Iterative Deep Aggregation: Finally, as shown in Fig. 3,
we aggregate the features extracted from each Seq-DBN to
produce the final feature map through iterative deep ag-
gregation [44]. The process of aggregation starts with the
shallow layers and then iteratively merges with deeper layers.
The aggregation between deep and shallow layers has been
demoestrated to improve the overall performance of the net-
work with high-resolution feature map [45]. The process of
aggregation starts with the first shallow layer and keep merging
with deeper layers iteratively as follows:
F (d1, ..., dn) =
{
d1 if n = 1
F (A(d1, d2), ..., dn) otherwise
(2)
where, dn represent the features extracted from Seq-DBN for
n=number of the Seq-DB blocks. And, A represents the ag-
gregation node and F final feature map used by the next phase
for detection. To combine the features from different layers,
we downsample the low-level feature through convolution and
merge it with the following level features.
B. Detection of Abnormality Region: Faster R-CNN
In our model, the feature map produced by the 3D Sequen-
tial DenseConvLstm is employed by the Faster R-CNN to gen-
erate bounding boxes (BBs) that detect abnormal esophageal
regions in the endoscopic video frames. The Faster R-CNN is
composed of two main stages: RPN and ROI pooling layer
that share the same feature map to reduce computational
complexity. The RPN is responsible for generating a list of
candidate BBs with a confidence score that might hold an
abnormal region. The RPN generates anchor boxes that have
different sizes and scales to provide K proposals for each
location. For each frame, there exists (W ×H×K) proposals,
where W and H represent the size of the feature map. The
RPN network has two output layers; the first is a classifier
layer that produces a probability whether the proposed anchor
box contains an abnormality or not. The other layer is a
regression layer that adjusts the high probability boxes to
better fit the detected object. The boxes with the highest score
are called region proposals and they are sent to the next phase.
During the training phase the classification and regression
outputs from the RPN proposals rely on an Intersection-Over-
Union (IoU) threshold which is used to measure the ratio of
the overlapping and union area between the ground truth and
the predicted bounding box area.
Afterwards, the ROI pooling unifies the feature map of each
proposal generated by the RPN layer and classifies them using
softmax into normal, precancerous and cancerous regions.
Features in this phase are reused from the same feature map
used by the RPN layer as they both share the same convolution
layer. Moreover, the ROI pooling has a regression layer that
produces the coordinates of the BB (cx, cy, w, h) that locates
the detected region. Further details about Faster R-CNN can
be found in the original paper [37].
C. Post-Processing Phase: Frame Search Conditional
Random Field (FS-CRF)
The target of the post-processing stage is to improve the
overall detection performance of the model by removing false
positives (FPs) and recovering missing abnormal regions in
a sequence of frames obtained from the previous step. The
proposed FS-CRF is constructed on two stages; a frame search
algorithm and densely CRF applied on a frame base level. The
pseudocode for the proposed FS-CRF post-processing method
is summarized in Algorithm 1. Each stage is described in detail
below.
1) Frame Search algorithm: The frame search algorithm has
two main functions (i) to remove false positives (FPs), and (ii)
to recover missing regions, by searching for its nearest labeled
frames (i.e. frames with detection).
• Removing FPs: For any frame (f ) with detection, the
algorithm searches if there exists another detection within
a frame-window threshold t (for example, if t = 7 then
f +/− 7). If the current frames is the only detection
then this frame is counted as FP and the detected BBs
are removed.
• Nearest Labeled Frames (Lx, Ly): For any frame (Lf )
with no detection, the algorithm search for the nearest
frames with detection labels named Lx and Ly within the
window frame t. Then it checks if the Intersection over
Union (IoU) of the BBs in these frames as follows:
IoU =
Bx ∩By
Bx ∪By (3)
Where, Bx and By represent the area of the generated
BB for two nearest frames (Lx, Ly) respectively. If the
IoU is greater than 0.7 then these frames are considered
to have the same abnormal region. A labeled image (L)
is generated from the intersection of the labels of Lx and
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Ly (as shown in Fig. 4(c)). The label image (L) is then
used in the next stage to find missed regions along with
frames Lx and Ly .
2) CRF: We adopt the densely CRF proposed by [46] and
apply it on a frame base level using the labeled frame (L)
generated from the first stage to find missed abnormal regions
in frame (Lf ) (i.e. frame with no detection). For an input frame
(Lf ) and label (L), the CRF energy function is given by:
E(l) =
∑
i
σu(li) +
∑
i<j,h
σp(li, lj , lh) (4)
where the unary potential is defined as the negative log-
likelihood σu(li) = − logQ(li|Lf ) that measure the energy
cost of assigning the label (li) to pixel i in frame Lf .
Where, Q(li|Lf ) is obtained from the output of Faster R-CNN
using the proposed 3D Sequential DenseConvLstm for nearest
labeled frames (Lx, Ly). The pairwise potential σp(li, lj , lh) is
defined as a linear combination Gaussian kernels (where i, j
and h are pixels from frames Lf , Lx, and Ly respectively)
given by:
(5)
σp(li, lj , lh) = µ(li, lj)
N∑
n=1
wnkn(zi,f , zj,x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k(zi,f ,zj,x)
+µ(li, lh)
N∑
n=1
wnkn(zi,f , zh,y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k(zi,f ,zh,y)
where wn is the linear combination weight, zi, zj and
zh are feature vectors for pixels i, j and h in an arbitrary
feature space, µ represents the label compatibility function
and kn for n = 1, 2, ..., N representing the Gaussian kernels.
Following [46], we use two kernels defined as: k(zi,f , zj,x) =
w1 exp(− |pi,f−pj,x|
2
2δ2α
− |Ii,f−Ij,x|2
2δ2β
) + w2 exp(− |pi,f−pj,x|
2
2δ2γ
)
and k(zi,f , zh,y) = w1 exp(− |pi,f−ph,y|
2
2δ2α
− |Ii,f−Ih,y|2
2δ2β
) +
w2 exp(− |pi,f−ph,y|
2
2δ2γ
). The first term in k relies on pixel
position (p) and color (I) (appearance kernel) and the second
term depend on (p) only (smoothness kernel). The Gaussian
kernel is controlled by the scale (δ).
The target is to minimize the value E(l) of the CRF energy
function to produce the most probable label for each pixel
in Lf . The energy function is approximately estimated by
using the mean-field inference algorithm [46] to compute the
distribution Q(L) to create the new label (L). As summarized
in Algorithm 2, the approximation of Q(L) is optimized
iteratively by applying a sequence of message passing that
updates a single variable through incorporating information
from the variables of the nearest two frames Lx and Ly . Using
the output Label image (CRFLabel) from the CRF we generate
a bounding box for the unlabeled frame (f ) (as shown in Fig.
4(d) and 4(e)).
Fig. 4 displays samples of the output after applying the CRF
to the unlabelled frame. The figure presents two examples:
i) a frame with generated detection and ii) a frame with no
detection. This shows that using CRF does not always generate
bounding boxes for each unlabeled frame which proves the
robustness of the post-processing phase.
Algorithm 1 Proposed Frame Search Algorithm Steps De-
scription
Input: Video frames with BBs from Faster R-CNN using 3D
Sequential DenseConvLstm
1: for f = 1 to N do { N : no. Video frames}
2: counter = 0
3: Label = label for detection of frame f
4: if label then {Has a Label}
5: for i = f + 1 to t do {t=frame threshold}
6: if label then
7: counter ++
8: end if
9: end for
10: for i = f − t to f − 1 do {t=frame threshold}
11: if label then
12: counter ++
13: end if
14: end for
15: if counter <= 1 then
16: Remove Label (considered as FP)
17: end if
18: else {Has no Label}
19: for i = f + 1 to t do {t=frame threshold}
20: if label then
21: counter ++
22: Lx ← f {frame with nearest label before}
23: end if
24: end for
25: for i = f − t to f − 1 do {t=frame threshold}
26: if label then
27: counter ++
28: Ly ← f {frame with nearest label after}
29: end if
30: end for
31: IoUBBxy = IoU(BB[Lx], BB[Ly])
32: if counter >= 2 and IoUBBxy > 0.7 then
33: L← interstion(BB[Lx], BB[Ly]))
34: Lf ← frame (f ) with no label
35: CRFLabel ← CRF (Lf , Lx, Ly, L)
36: Generate BB from CRF Label for Lf
37: end if
38: end if
39: end for
Output: Updated video frames BBs from FS-CRF
IV. MATERIALS
In this study, we carried out the experiments using a dataset
of videos obtained from the open-access website Gastroin-
testinal Atlas [47]. The Gastrointestinal Atlas provides a large
high-resolution video dataset for gastrointestinal endoscopy.
We only selected the videos concerning the esophagus for
our experiments. The dataset includes 44 endoscopic videos
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Algorithm 2 Mean Field Algorithm for Proposed Frame-
Based CRF
Input: Lf , Lx, Ly and L
Output: Q
1: Q← 1Zi exp{−σu(li)}
2: while not converged do
3: Q˜i
n
(li)← (
∑
∀i 6=j k
n(zi,f , zj,x)Qj(li) +∑
∀i 6=h k
n(zi,f , zh,y)Qk(li))
4: Qˆi(li)←
∑
l∈L µ
n(Li,f , li)
∑
n w
nQ˜i
n
(li)
5: Qi(li)← exp{−σu(li)− Qˆi(li)}
6: normalize Qi(li)
7: end while
Fig. 4: Examples of the generated bounding-box using the
CRF to find the abnormal region in unlabelled frame Lf using
the label from the nearest labeled frames Lx & Ly . The first
row displays an example of prediction after FS-CRF post-
processing, while the second row represents an example of
no prediction.
(total of 42,425 frames) involving four different sub-classes of
three categories: Normal, Precancerous: BE, Cancerous: EAC
and SCC. Each video has an average duration of 50 seconds
(the time ranges from 30 seconds to 4 minutes per video).
Additionally, the videos have a resolution of 240×352 pixels
with a frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps) and divided
into three categories; normal, precancerous and cancerous.
The 44 videos are classified as follows: Normal (1 video),
BE (24 videos), EAC (9 videos) and SCC (10 videos). The
abnormal regions in the dataset were manually annotated by
experts in the field. These annotations are used as ground-
truth. The dataset was randomly divided into 50% training,
20% validation, and 30% testing, which is also based on the
abnormality type to make sure that videos from the same
patient are only present in either training, validation or testing
set (i.e. to avoid any bias/overfitting results). Samples frames
from the video dataset with the annotations are illustrated in
Fig. 5.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, experiments are carried out to evaluate the
performance of the proposed method using the dataset de-
scribed in the previous section (Sec. IV). The implementation
Fig. 5: Example of frames from the video dataset used in the
evaluation of the proposed model. The first row shows samples
from normal video frames. The second row illustrates samples
from precancerous BE videos. Finally, third & forth represents
cancerous samples from EAC and SCC videos respectively.
The annotation by the expert is shown in blue for both the BE
and EAC frames.
details, parameter setting of the models, and evaluation proto-
cols are described. Comprehensive experiments have been car-
ried out to demonstrate the advantages of our proposed method
by comparing with different methods, including with and
without the proposed FS-CRF post-processing phase, using
2D model and our 3D Sequential DenseConvLstm network.
Experimental results have been provided with illustrative ex-
amples from the detection output, and further discussions in
terms of quantitative and qualitative evaluations have also
been provided. To justify the design of the 3D Sequential
DenseConvLstm network, we present a series of experiments
to demonstrate the impact of each contribution. Finally, to
evaluate the robustness of our model, we also test the model
on a publicly available colonoscopy video dataset and compare
our results with state-of-the-art results in the literature.
A. Implementation Setup and Evaluation Measures
The model is implemented using Keras Libary (Tensorflow
backend) on a desktop with Intel Core i7 (3.6GHz processor)
and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX1080 Ti with 11GB on a single
GPU memory. The weights are initialized randomly with a
gaussian distribution (µ = 0, σ = 0.01). The initial learning
rate was set to (1e−5) and drops by the factor 0.1 every 1000
iteration and used a weight decay of 0.0004.
To select the parameters of the 3D Sequential Dense-
ConvLstm, different values for the Seq-DB= 3, 4 and 5 and
growth rates (G)= 16, 24 and 32 were evaluated on the
dataset as will be shown in the next section. The optimal
3D Sequential Dense-ConvLstm network performance in our
model is composed of 5 dense blocks with G = 24. Moreover,
the initial ConvLstm filter was set to include 10 frames to
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capture spatiotemporal features. During implementation, we
tried to include more frames but due to the limited GPU
memory, the model could not handle more than 10 frames.
For the FS-CRF we tested different window frame t =5,
10, 15, 20 and 25 to find the best performance. As will be
discussed, selecting t = 15 gave the best results balancing
between precision and recall values. Furthermore, we set the
IoU=0.7 between the two nearest frames Lx and Ly . A higher
IoU value is chosen to guarantee that the detected region
is the same between these two frames. The hyperparameters
of the fully-connected CRF were defined in a configuration
experiment using a random search on the validation data:
w1 = w2 = 1, δα = 80, δβ = 13 and δγ = 3. The mean-field
algorithm was performed for 10 iterations.
For the evaluation, we employ the standard evaluation
metrics: Recall, Precision, F-measure and mean Average
Precision (map) to evaluate the performance of the model
in the detection of different esophageal abnormalities from
the videos compared to the ground truth annotation. The IoU
(i.e. eq. (3)) is used to measure the overlap ratio between the
detection results and the manual segmented gold standard.
B. Evaluation FS-CRF 3D Seq. DenseConvLstm Model
Firstly, we evaluate the overall performance of our method
in detecting different abnormalities from the endoscopic
videos. The results are summarized in Table I and visualized
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The detection model without the post-
processing phase represents a good performance with a recall
(88.4%), precision (89.6%) and F-measure (88.9%) which
proves the efficiency of the proposed network in extracting
relevant spatiotemporal feature from videos. After applying
the FS-CRF postprocessing phase to the model, the results
have been significantly improved to recall (93.7%), precision
(92.7%) and F-measure (93.2%). The proposed FS-CRF at-
tempts to locate abnormal regions missed in intra-frame series
caused by any disturbance during movement or in nearby
frames. The post-processing boosted the recall performance of
the model by 5.3%. Additionally, it effectively removed false
positives detected by the network improving the precision by
3.1%.
Moreover, the McNemar statistical test was conducted to
validate the significance of the detection performance pre-
sented in Table I for the difference between the model with
and without the FS-CRF. The test showed that the results
were found to be significantly different at the level of 5%
(p-value< 0.05).
TABLE I: Detection results of the proposed 3D Sequential
DenseConvLstm with and without (w/o) the suggested post-
processing FS-CRF method
Methods Recall Precision F-measure
With FS-CRF 0.937 0.927 0.932
W/O FS-CRF 0.884 0.896 0.889
Additionally, Fig. 6 provides different examples of our pro-
posed detection model for the different types of abnormalities
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Fig. 6: Examples from the detection output of the proposed
FS-CRF 3D Sequential DenseConvLstm model. The first-row
illustrates samples from positive detection. The second row
shows false-negative output where the model was not able
to locate the abnormality. Finally, the third row represents
samples from false positive detection. The three types of
abnormalities: BE, SCC, and EAC are represented in First,
second and third columns respectively.
(i.e. BE, EAC, SCC). Figs 6a through 6c represent samples of
a positive detection for the three abnormal cases, showing the
output results in (red bounding box) overlapping with ground
truth annotation (purple bounding box). We find that our model
can successfully detect the different types of abnormalities
with a large IoU with the ground-truth and a high confidence
score. The proposed model was not able to detect some
abnormalities from different frames as shown in Figs 6d,
6e and 6f. After analyzing the missed abnormal regions, we
conclude that most of the missed regions have a difficult view
in the image with a relatively small abnormal area. Moreover,
Fig. 6g to 6i demonstrate examples of false detection by the
proposed model for BE, SCC and EAC respectively.
Furthermore, after studying the results from each video we
observed that the model detected abnormalities from challeng-
ing frames (i.e as explained in section I). Fig. 7 illustrates
several examples from these results. As displayed, Fig. 7a has
the appearance of an examination tool and Fig. 7b has a lot of
bubbles around the tumor, the model effectively detected the
cancerous region properly compared to the ground truth. On
the other hand, Fig. 7c and 7d has no ground truth annotation
by the expert due to the blurry and fog appearance. As shown,
the model successfully located these regions which confirms
the robustness of the model. Extracting the spatiotemporal
features from the video allowed the model to detect abnormal
regions even if they appear in blurry or occluded frames.
Secondly, in Table II we report the performance of our
method in locating the abnormalities for each class separately.
As shown, the model had a high performance in locating
cancerous regions as they have more unique properties than the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 7: Examples of detection output from challenging endo-
scopic frames occluding the esophageal abnormality region.
(a) Tool appearance, (b) bubbles, (c) blurry, (d) fog.
precancerous stage achieving a recall of 98.2% and precision
94.9% for SCC and a recall of 94.9% and precision 91.5% for
EAC. In the case of precancerous detection (BE), the model
obtained a lower percentage compared to the cancerous region
but still with an acceptable performance with a recall of 87.5%
and a precision of 95.2%. Precancerous stages are considered
more challenging to detect due to its less distinctive features
and its similarity with normal regions. Moreover, the mAP for
each class was measured at IoU 0.5 giving an average value
of 0.7561 value which represents the efficiency of the model
locating different abnormal regions compared to the ground-
truth with a high confidence score.
TABLE II: Detection results for abnormality type separately
using the proposed 3D Sequential DenseConvLstm with FS-
CRF post-processing.
Abnormality Type Recall Precision F-measure mAP
BE 0.875 0.952 0.912 0.728
EAC 0.949 0.915 0.9324 0.758
SCC 0.982 0.919 0.949 0.782
Furthermore, to evaluate the impact of the proposed FS-
CRF post-processing phase on the model, we calculate the
recall and precision values after varying the window frame
threshold (t). In Fig. 8 we represent the values of the precision
and recall at each t = 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 (i.e. t is the number
the frames included before and after the selected image). Fig. 8
demonstrates that the increase of the number of frames before
and after the unlabeled image improves the recall results by
detecting more true positives. However, the precision value
starts to decrease when including more than t > 15 frames.
The best performance was achieved by the model at t = 15
(results presented in Table I).
Fig. 8: The effect of changing the number of frames (t) within
the window frame of FS-CRF post-processing on the precision
and recall results.
C. Evaluation of 3D Sequential DenseConvLstm vs
Other CNN networks
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed
network (without post-processing phase (FS-CRF)) with its
2D version (i.e. 2D Sequential DenseNet) which has the same
architecture as the 3D Sequential DenseConvLstm but all its
layers are 2D instead of 3D and replacing the ConvLstm
operation with a 2D Convolutional layer. The reason for
this comparison is to investigate the advantage of extracting
spatiotemporal features from videos. Moreover, we compare
the results of the proposed model with the results of the U-
Net [50], which is a well-known network used for automatic
detection/segmentation of various computer-aided diagnosis
applications.
As shown in Table III, the 2D model achieved a good
performance in terms of recall and precision but it still had
a notable difference in the performance compared to the 3D
model. The 2D obtained a comparable result in terms of the
precision where the 3D model had an increase of 2.9%. On
the other hand, the 3D model outperformed in detecting more
abnormal regions increasing the recall value by 12.6%. This
result demonstrated the efficiency of the 3D model in dealing
with videos to extract spatiotemporal features that improve
overall detection performance. Moreover, it can overcome
the problem of challenging frames (blurry appearance, tools,
bubbles, etc...) while the 2D method failed to detect them.
Also, the proposed model outperformed when compared to
the results of U-Net achieving the highest results for all the
three metrics: recall, precision and F-Measure. Even when
comparing the results of the U-Net with the 2D CNN model,
it shows that our suggested network was more efficiently
in extracting the relevant CNN features for better detection,
producing higher F-measure value, that shows a better balance
between the recall and precision results.
D. Evaluation of network configuration
Since the 3D-CNN requires a higher computational com-
plexity than the 2D-CNN, therefore, we propose the idea
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TABLE III: Performance comparison between 3D and 2D
models without including the FS-CRF post-processing method
and U-Net.
Methods Recall Precision F-measure
Proposed Model 0.884 0.896 0.889
2D CNN Model 0.758 0.867 0.808
U-Net 0.731 0.859 0.789
TABLE IV: Performance of 3D Sequential DenseConvLstm
and 3D Non-Sequential DenseConvLstm with different growth
rate values. The number of Dense Block is fixed as 5 for both
networks and growth rate G is selected from three values: 16,
24 and 32. The number of internal layers (l) is set to 5 for the
3D Non-Sequential DenseConvLstm.
Method Params (107) Acc. (%)
3D Seq. DenseConvLstm (G=16) 8.71 89.15
3D Seq. DenseConvLstm (G=24) 12.01 91.10
3D Seq. DenseConvLstm (G=32) 15.56 90.18
3D Non-Seq. DenseConvLstm (G=16) 13.71 88.23
3D Non-Seq. DenseConvLstm (G=24) 20.40 89.78
3D Non-Seq. DenseConvLstm (G=32) 27.98 90.03
of Sequential DenseNet to simplify the network architecture.
The sequential structure can improve computational efficiency
while preserving high performance. We compare the accuracy
(Acc.) performance with the number of trained parameters
(Params) for the proposed Sequential DenseNet against Non-
Sequential DenseNet. The Non-Sequential DenseNet repre-
sents the architecture of the same network with the 3DCNN
and Convlstm operation but with a constant number of internal
layers (l) for each Dense block (i.e. similar to standard
DenseNet). In Table IV, the results for both networks are
presented when setting the number of dense blocks = 5 for
both networks while varying the growth rate (G) with values:
16, 24 and 32.
As shown, even though the accuracy performance among
all the 3 networks is considered comparable for accuracy
results, the number of trained parameters is much reduced
with the Sequential networks. Therefore, the proposed Se-
quential DenseConvLstm increased the network’s performance
with a reduced number of connections and fewer trained
parameters. Additionally, the experiments showed that the 3D
Seq. DenseConvLstm performs better than the non-sequential
network. Increasing the number of layers at later blocks raises
the weights of channels holding informative features, reduces
the number of layers in earlier blocks and decreases the
weights of channels with less beneficial features. The best
performance among all networks was achieved for 3D Seq.
DenseConvLstm at G = 24.
Fig. 9: AP-IoU threshold curves using different G=16, 24 &
32 values for 3D Sequential DenseConvLstm and 3D Non-
Sequential DenseConvLstm networks.
Moreover, Fig. 9 represents the average precision (AP)
measure as a function of the IoU threshold for the network
with the different configurations. As shown, the different
networks had a generally good performance in the detection of
abnormal regions with the varying IoU threshold. However, the
3D Seq. DenseConvLstm at G = 24 was able to maintain the
high performance when compared to other networks, therefore,
we set our network to this configuration.
E. Comparison with other methods
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
detection model, we evaluate the model’s performance on
another publicly available video dataset used for the exam-
ination of the colon (as there is no work in available in the
literature for esophagus video detection to compare with). The
available dataset is known as CVC-ClinicVideoDB dataset
[49], which is composed of 18 videos where each video
contains a distinctive polyp appearing several times within
a sequence of frames. These videos have a total number of
11954 frames with 10052 frames having polyps and annotated
by experts. We compare our results with a recent method
suggested in the literature by Qadir et al. [16] that uses
the CVC-ClinicVideoDB dataset for evaluation. This model
has two phases: First, an object detection method is used to
generate region-of-interest (ROI) proposals. Secondly, a False
Positive (FP) reduction unit that has a mechanism to detect
FPs and correct the outliers representing the missed polyps in
the sequence. The FP unit exploits the temporal dependencies
between frames based on the generated regions’ proposals.
This model tested two object detection methods separately to
generate region proposals: the Faster R-CNN [37] with the
Inception ResNet [51] as the CNN backbone network and the
Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [38] with the MobileNet
[52] as the CNN backbone network.
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Table V shows the results of our proposed model when eval-
uated on the CVC-ClinicVideoDB dataset where the dataset is
divided randomly according to the full video into 50% training,
10% validation and 40% testing. The results are compared with
the results of the model by Qadir et al. when using the Faster
R-CNN and the SSD as an object detector model with one
and five ROI proposals for the FP reduction unit. As shown,
the results of our detection model surpassed the results by
Qadir et. al [16] in all the evaluation measures. By using a
more suitable network that can extract spatiotemporal features
according to the video properties, our model increased the
detection recall by 2.34% and 1.43% when compared to the
other model using the Faster R-CNN with one and five ROIs
respectively. For precision, our method outperformed against
all the results obtained by the model [16] with a value of
96.54% which shows that our model generated much less
false positives. In general, the F-measure of our model had
the highest performance of 88.16% which indicates the good
balance between recall and precision values.
Moreover, the proposed post-processing FS-CRF has a fast
inference time in generating the updated bounding-box in
each frame of the video. On the other hand, in [16] there
was a delay of 0.28 seconds (sec) in displaying the detection
output as the ROI of the current frame depends on the ROIs
generated from the surrounding frames. In Table VI we show
the Mean Processing Time (MPT) by our proposed model
and compared it to the Faster R-CNN and SSD presented
in [16] for processing a frame and displaying the results. As
shown, the time required in our methods for each frame is
an average of 0.51 sec which is an improved processing time
compared to 0.67 sec for the Faster R-CNN presented in [16].
On the other hand, our method took more time compared to
the proposed SSD presented by [16] which only needed 0.31
sec. The reason behind this is that the Faster R-CNN has an
additional RPN layer to generate proposals for ROI and the
network used for Faster R-CNN is much deeper than the one
used for SSD. Although the SSD is much faster, it has a very
low performance in terms of recall values with only 53%.
TABLE V: Comparison of the proposed model results with
the method proposed by Qadir et al. [16] using the CVC-
ClinicVideoDB dataset [49].
Methods Recall (%) Precision (%) F-measure (%)
Proposed Model 81.18 96.45 88.16
Faster R-CNN
(one ROI) [16] 78.84 90.51 84.27
SSD (one ROI) [16] 53.16 93.03 67.66
Faster R-CNN
(five ROIs ) [16] 79.75 88.50 83.9
SSD (five ROIs) [16] 53.48 92.57 67.8
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel FS-CRF 3D Sequen-
tial DenseConvLstm model that detects different types of
TABLE VI: Comparison of the Mean Processing Time (MPT)
for the proposed model with the method proposed by Qadir
et al. [16] using Faster R-CNN and SSD.
Proposed Model Fast R-CNN [16] SSD [16]
MTP 0.51 0.67 0.313
esophageal abnormalities (precancerous and cancerous) from
endoscopic videos. The designed feature extraction network
takes advantage of the nature of videos by incorporating
the 3DCNN with the ConvLstm to extract spatiotemporal
features (i.e. covering short and long temporal information).
The proposed network proved to achieve better results when
compared to the same 2DCNN network by 8.1% F-measure.
Additionally, the 3D Seq. DenseConvLstm is suggested to be
in a sequential matter to boost the performance of the net-
work, reduce excessive connection and the number of trained
parameters. Experiments proved that the proposed network had
a fewer number of trained parameters with higher efficiency
when compared to the non-sequential network. Moreover, we
propose a novel post-processing phase that considers infor-
mation from neighboring frames named FS-CRF to improve
the overall performance. To the best of our knowledge, the
presented methodology is the first to deal with the detection
of esophageal abnormalities from videos instead of selected
frames (still images).
Future research direction includes the investigation of im-
proving the performance of the model by detecting the small
missed regions (i.e. developing a multiscale network or modi-
fying the RPN layer), optimizing the model to enable real-time
detection to be applied in the clinical routine, segmenting the
detected abnormal regions. Furthermore, we will investigate
methods to address different artifacts that appear in the en-
doscopy video (i.e. such as specularity, blood, instrument, low-
contrast, illumination, and air bubbles) during the examination
process.
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